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9  Weather reports & Map analysis

 Surface weather charts summarize weather con-
ditions that can affect your life.  Where is it rain-
ing, snowing, windy, hot or humid?  More than just 
plots of raw weather reports, you can analyze maps 
to highlight key features including airmasses, cen-
ters of low- and high-pressure, and fronts (Fig. 9.1).  
In this chapter you will learn how to interpret some 
surface weather reports, and how to analyze surface 
weather maps.  

Sea-level PreSSure reduction
 Near the bottom of the troposphere, pressure gra-
dients are large in the vertical (order of 10 kPa km–1) 
but small in the horizontal (order of 0.001 kPa km–1).  
As a result, pressure differences between neighbor-
ing surface weather stations are dominated by their 
relative station elevations  zstn (m) above sea level.
 However, horizontal pressure variations are im-
portant for weather forecasting, because they drive 
horizontal winds.  To remove the dominating influ-
ence of station elevation via the vertical pressure 
gradient, the reported station pressure Pstn is extrap-
olated to a constant altitude such as mean sea level 
(MSL).  Weather maps of mean-sea-level pressure 
(PMSL) are frequently used to locate high- and low-
pressure centers at the bottom of the atmosphere.
 The extrapolation procedure is called sea-lev-
el pressure reduction, and is made using the 
hypsometric equation:  
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where a = ℜd/|g| = 29.3 m K–1, and the average air 
virtual temperature Tv  is in Kelvin.  
 A difficulty is that  Tv  is undefined below ground.  
Instead, a fictitious average virtual temperature is 
invented:

    Tv
*   =  0.5 · [Tv(to) + Tv(to – 12 h) + γsa· zstn] (9.2)

where γsa = 0.0065 K m–1 is the standard-atmosphere 
lapse rate for the troposphere, and  to  is the time of 
the observations at the weather station.  Eq. (9.2) at-
tempts to average out the diurnal cycle, and it also 
extrapolates from the station to halfway toward sea 
level to try to get a reasonable temperature.   
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Figure 9.1
Idealized surface weather map showing high (H) and low (L) 
pressure centers, isobars (thin lines), and fronts (heavy solid 
lines) in the N. Hemisphere.  Vectors indicate near-surface 
wind.  Dashed line is a trough of low pressure.  cP indicates 
a continental polar airmass;  mT indicates a maritime tropical 
airmass.
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Meteorological rePortS & ob-

ServationS

 One branch of the United Nations is the World 
Meteorological organization (WMo).  Weath-
er-observation standards are set by the WMO.  Also, 
the WMO works with most nations of the world to 
coordinate and synchronize weather observations.  
Such observations are made simultaneously at spec-
ified Coordinated Universal times (UtC) to al-
low meteorologists to create a synoptic (snapshot) 
picture of the weather ( see Chapter 1).
 Most manual upper-air and surface synoptic ob-
servations are made at 00 and 12 UTC.  Fewer con-
tries make additional synoptic observatios at 06 and 
18 UTC

Weather codes
 One of the great successes of the WMO is the 
international sharing of real-time weather data via 
the Global telecommunication system (Gts).  
To enable this sharing, meteorologists in the world 
have agreed to speak the same weather language.  
This is accomplished by using Universal obser-
vation Codes and abbreviations.  Definitions of 
some of these codes are in:
 World Meteorological Organization: 1995 
  (revised 2014): Manual on Codes.  International 
  Codes Vol. 1.1  Part A - Alphanumeric Codes.  
  WMO No. 306  (http://www.wmo.int/pages/
  prog/www/WMOCodes.html )
 Federal Meteorological Handbook No. 1 
  (Sept 2005):  Surface Weather Observations and 
  Reports.  FCM-H1-2005 (http: www.ofcm.gov/
  fmh-1/fmh1.htm ).   
 Sharing of real-time data across large distances 
became practical with the invention of the electric 
telegraph in the 1830s.  Later developments included 
the teletype, phone modems, and the internet.  Be-
cause weather codes in the early days were sent and 
received manually, they usually consisted of hu-
man-readable abbreviations and contractions.  
 Modern table-driven code formats (tDCF) are 
increasingly used to share data.  One is CreX (Char-
acter form for the Representation and EXchange of 
data).  Computer binary codes include BUFr (Bi-
nary Universal Form for the Representation of me-
teorological data) and GriB (Gridded Binary).   
 However, there still are important sets of alpha-
numeric codes (letters & numbers) that are hu-
man writable and readable.  Different alphanumeric 
codes exist for different types of weather observa-
tions and forecasts, as listed in Table 9-1.  We will 
highlight one code here — the Metar.  

sample application
 Interpret the following METAR code:
METAR KSJT 160151Z AUTO 10010KT 10SM TS 
FEW060 BKN075 28/18  A2980 RMK AO2 LTG DSNT 
ALQDS TSB25 SLP068 T02780178
 Hint: see the METAR section later in this chapter. 

Find the answer: 
Weather conditions at KSJT (San Angelo, Texas, USA) 
observed at 0151 UTC on 16th of the current month by 
an automated station:  Winds are from the 100° at 10 
knots.  Visibility is 10 statute miles or more.  Weather 
is a thunderstorm.  Clouds:  few clouds at 6000 feet 
AGL, broken clouds at 7500 feet AGL.   Temperature 
is 28°C  and dewpoint is 18°C.  Pressure (altimeter) is 
29.80 inches Hg.   REMARKS:  Automated weather sta-
tion type 2.  Distant (> 10 statute miles) lightning in 
all quadrants.  Thunderstorm began at 25 minutes past 
the hour.  Sea-level pressure is 100.68 kPa. Tempera-
ture more precisely is 27.8°C, and dewpoint is 17.8°C.  

exposition:  As you can see, codes are very concise 
ways of reporting the weather.  Namely, the 3 lines 
of METAR code give the same info as the 12 lines of 
plain-language interpretation. 
 You can use online web sites to search for station 
IDs.  More details on how to code or decode METARs 
are in the Federal Meteor. Handbook No. 1 (2005) and 
various online guides.  The month and year of the ob-
servation are not included in the METAR, because the 
current month and year are implied.
 I am a pilot and flight instructor, and when I access 
METARs online, I usually select the option to have the 
computer give me the plain-language interpretation.  
Many pilots find this the easiest way to use METARs.  
After all, it is the weather described by the code that 
is important, not the code itself.  However, meteorolo-
gists and aviation-weather briefers who use METARs 
every day on the job generally memorize the codes.

sample application
 Phoenix Arizona (elevation 346 m MSL) reports 
dry air with T = 36°C now and 20°C half-a-day ago.  
Pstn = 96.4 kPa now.  Find PMSL (kPa) at Phoenix now.

Find the answer
Given:  T(now) = 36°C,     T(12 h ago) = 20°C,  
  zstn = 346 m,    P(now) = 96.4 kPa.   Dry air.
Find: PMSL = ? kPa
                                          
Tv ≈ T, because air is dry.  Use eq. (9.2) :        Tv

*  =
 =  0.5·[ (36°C) + (20°C) + (0.0065 K m–1)·(346 m)]
 =  29.16·°C  (+ 273.15)  =  302.3 K
Use eq. (9.1):
   PMSL = (96.4 kPa)·exp[(346 m)/((29.3 m K–1)·(302.3 K))]
  = (96.4 kPa)·(1.03984)  =  100.24 kpa  

Check:  Units OK.  Physics OK.  Magnitude OK.
Discus.: PMSL can be significantly different from Pstn


